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10 October 2A17

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

As a result of MAS Intimates Bangladesh strategic plan to enhance production capacity in
Bangladesh; it was imperative that related storage capability supporting the systemized
movement of material was developed accordingly.
The tender floated for the design, fabrication & installation of a storage solution was awarded to
Sirocco/OkMart Group from Sri Lanka. They were selected on the basis of their design ,
competitive pricing and prior exposure to projects in Bangladesh, having most recently
completed an extensive contract for American & Efird-Bangladesh. In addition, th"y have an
impressive track record in racking and ventilations solutions in Sri Lanka across corporates in a
multitude of industries.

While the bulk of the new racking system was sourced from Malaysia, Sirocco proposed
numerous value additions by integrating much of the existing racking into ingeniously
designed rack supporte d rrrezzanines; which added enormously to our operating floor space.
This while providing considerable overall cost saving on the entire project.
The final product was not only an optimum racking solution but also had finishes and optics
that have been since been conrrnended by our strategic partners f clients and group
management. Key features introduced:
. Two electrically operated goods hoists for transporting material within floors.
. Self-designed goods chute coupled with gravity flow for movement of finished goods
from storage floors to the loading buy.
. Portable electrical roller conveyor
. Dock ramp leveler which equalizes the heights of load beds of lorries at the loading buy.
Sirocco executed their contract sans undue disfurbance to our ongoing operations, well within
the agreed time frames to our entire satisfaction. Their work ethic is beyond reproach and they
are one of the most professional and competent outfits we have had the experience in dealing

*ittl.
We are happy to provide a reference for any future projects where their services are sought.

Yours Sincerely

imalasuriya
ief Executive Officer
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